Hunt ID: ME-BBearBobcat-WDeerTrapping-All-LAKESTREAMGRAND-SLG-AULP
This veteran guide and outfitter located in a sportsman's paradise and a Mecca for Maine bear hunting,
Maine bobcat hunting, whitetail deer, landlocked salmon and lake trout fishermen and other outdoor
enthusiasts. He specialize in Maine bear hunting and Maine bobcat hunting with hounds, but that is just
the beginning of the world class hunts and fishing trips we offer.
Much of our guiding, both hunting and fishing, takes place on managed land.
These woods and waters are managed and protected for sustained hunting and game populations now
and forever. The Grand Lake Stream region is an active forest with sustainable forest management. This
continuing harvest and sound forest practice provides ample food sources for black bear and whitetail
deer. It also provides great cover for small game which leads to high bobcat numbers. Eastern Maine has
seen an increase in black bear the past few years, and here we have harvested some of the largest on
record in Maine, with bears from 490 to 605 pounds taken in the past few years. Guiding is our passion.
It's not a hobby. It's not a part time job. It is our job! We live in the woods and spend every day of the
year in the field, searching for wildlife, game trails, and more. All this helps to ensure quality Maine
black bear hunting and Maine bobcat hunting for you. You are more than just a number. You are friends

who share our passion for the outdoors, the thrill of the chase, and a quality hunt. Success is what keeps
our clients coming back, our 85% repeat clientele list speaks for itself.
We have had 100% clientele success on bobcat hunts for nine years straight. In 2005 we harvested 34
bobcats, in 2006, 24, in 2007, 26 and in 2008, 18. Our dogs are the best in the business and continue
today to produce happy clients every week of the season.
Our story and reputation is that of pure Northwoods lore and a passion for the outdoor and guiding
industry.
The outfitter spends nearly 365 days a year in the woods and on the waters of t Maine. In the Spring,
they run a beaver line which covers three counties, and they commonly catch 200-300 beaver in a
month. When all the work of preparing the catch for sale is done, them it is in the stern seat of a Grand
Lake canoe and spends nearly 7 days a week there. In April its chasing landlocked salmon and lake trout
on the Grand lakes. Come May its guiding almost every day, fishing for salmon, trout and world class
smallmouth bass, fishing for the months of May, June and July. Come late July we switch gears to bear
mode. The month of August is spent training hounds lugging bait and hanging tree stands. And of course
September and early October is when the bear hunt is in full swing. Around the 10th of October, Paul
retrieves his bird hunting boots and takes to the field with his fine pointing dogs in search of grouse and
woodcock.
Come November, it's back to the trap line where pine marten, fisher, otter and beaver are the target
species, and of course, there's the never ending quest for giant big woods whitetail bucks. As soon as
December hits, with the Plott hounds we take to the woods to chase their true passion, bobcat hunting
with hounds. It is a hunt and an experience that no words can truly describe.
Every month and every mile lead to new adventures with memories and experience what it is like to
hunt and fish with real Maine guides, those that live the life in the woods of northern Maine.

Bobcat Hunts with Hounds
Maine bobcat hunting is our specialty. My father started chasing bobcats with hounds in Maine back in
the sixties, and is still doing it today. Maine bobcat hunting is by far the most challenging hunt offered in
the state. They live in the thickest cover there is and at times the hunt can be extremely difficult, but
that makes the harvest all that much more rewarding. There is nothing more beautiful than the sight of
a bobcat pacing across a fresh covering of snow in the wintertime in Maine. Our hounds are as good as
they come. We run them only on bobcats, with young dogs being started to keep hunt success going for
years to come. We will hunt wherever the snow conditions are best during the week you have booked.
Maine bobcat hunting is very dependent on snow conditions in any given location. Instead of being
stuck in one location like many lodge owners, I have camps that we can hunt out of statewide. I hunt
cats every day of the season, from December 1 to February 14, to ensure that the dogs are in top shape,
which will ensure quality Maine bobcat hunting for you. We utilize snowmobiles, vast woods road
networks and GPS collars to make the hunt as easy as possible for you, the client. Two hunters per week

maximum with a $500 deposit required per hunter when booking. All hunts include meals and lodging
for the hunt.
The 5 day hunt is $ 2500 discounted down to only …………………………………………..$2095 per hunter.

Bear Hunts over Bait
We offer Maine bear hunting over bait based out of Grand Lake Stream, Maine. Our baits are extremely
active. We bait seven days a week to hold the bears on our sites. Presently we are running around 90
bait sites. In many of the areas we hunt we have exclusive rights and leases, some on whole townships.
Each week of the season we hunt a different area so you are always on a fresh bait site.
We take great pride in providing very personal and professional Maine bear hunting. I demand the best
from my guides, and a 110% effort every day of the hunt is what you will get. Our guides are the best in
Maine and do everything possible to provide you with a successful hunt. We take three to four hunters
per guide, transport you to your stand, and pick you up at dark. Bears will be completely recovered,
skinned and quartered the same evening to ensure the best care of your trophy.
We will place you on a bear bait that is best suited for your style of hunting, from bows, handguns, rifles,
muzzleloaders or shotguns. Lodging is included in the price of the hunt. All cabins have full kitchens, hot
showers and electricity, some have TV. A 50% deposit is required when booking Maine bear hunting
over bait and the balance is due upon arrival.
The 5 day hunt is $ 2000 discounted down to only …………………………………………..$1395 per hunter.

Trapping
Come join us on our fall and spring trap lines and learn the ways and method to put up huge catches of
fur. In the fall we trap pine marten, fisher, otter and beaver. Travel the line with one of Maine's long
liners and witness real Maine trapping. In the spring we long line for beaver, putting up some very
impressive catches. We also have a variety of tanned pelts and beaver blankets for sale. A $300 deposit
is required when booking.
The rate per day rate is $ 300 discounted down to only …………………………………………..$250 per person.

Salmon and Lake Trout Fishing
April means ice-out landlocked salmon and lake trout, the wind may blow and the temperatures can be
cold but the fishing is hot, up to 35 fish landed a day in the spring of 2006. We fish in shallow water,
trolling out of Grand Lake canoes using light tackle. At lunch time we go to shore for a hearty shore
lunch. The menu includes steak, chicken, pork chops, hamburgers, fresh fish, potatoes, onions, and of
course the famed guide's coffee, all cooked on an open fire which will warm you up on the coldest of

days. We start guiding the day the ice goes out, which is usually by mid-April. The salmon are two to
three pounds on average and lake trout up to 20 pounds caught on spin and fly rods. It is world class
fishing and a trip you will never forget. We have a maximum of two fishermen at one time. A $300
deposit is required when booking.
The rate per day rate is $ 300 discounted down to only …………………………………………..$250 per person.

Whitetail Deer Hunting
Maine has a reputation for huge whitetail deer, but harvesting one is not an easy task. I have various
locations statewide to hunt the deer depending on your style and hunting needs. If you are familiar with
the use of maps, compasses and GPS we will travel almost anywhere in search of a trophy buck and hunt
in some big woods. Here in Washington County not only do we have big bodied deer but also the best
horns in Maine. I spend most every day in the woods and always have my sights set on a few of these
big woods giants. We have stands located in many of these prime areas. We offer semi-guided and one
to one whitetail deer hunting. We will not just take you to a stand stuck out in the middle of nowhere
and pick you up at dark like many outfits do. We will hunt with you to give you the best opportunity for
a shot at a big Maine whitetail. We take 2 to 3 hunters per guide, maximum. A $600 deposit is required
when booking.
Rates:
Semi -guided 5 day hunt is…………… $ 1900 reduced down to only……………………………………. $ 1195.00
One to one guided 5 day hunt…….. $ 2700 reduced down to only……………………………………. $ 2095.00

Mike Lollar - Owner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

